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Course Overview:
This course is a continuation of the emphasis in Principles of Accounting I upon corporate financial reporting to external parties. The course will also provide an introduction to the concepts underlying the preparation of accounting information which is useful to management in the planning and control of business operations.

Prerequisites:
Principles of Accounting I (MGMT 0104)
If you have any questions about your ability to succeed in this class, please contact me at rgoulet@westfield.ma.edu

Textbook:
REQUIRED & AVAILABLE AT OUR UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
Horngrens's
FINANCIAL & MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING
Tracie Nobles * Brenda Mattison * Ella Mae Matsumira
CUSTOM SECOND EDITION FOR WESTFIELD STATE UNIVERSITY / ACCT 0105
PRINCIPLES OF ACCOUNTING II
NOTE CUSTOM EDITION AVAILABLE AT OUR UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE.

Course Format:
The content of the course will contain a wide variety of materials that will help you master the textbook chapter content. They include: lecture outlines and notes, power point presentations, additional problems and solutions, homework assignments, relevant and interesting web links. For each Chapter, you will read assigned materials and complete assignments by posted due dates.

In order to successfully complete the course, you are expected to read all assigned readings, attend class, complete the homework assignments, and take the chapter assessments.
Learning Modules will be available every week over the course of the semester. You are expected to check PLATO on a regular basis (every two or three days) for new or changed course readings and assignments.